
Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  

 

 

 

LIVE THE STORY 

The following questions are designed for use in our Community Groups as an aid 

to growth in the Gospel and Community. 

  How much do you think your family identity has shaped your 

understanding of who you are and how you think?  

 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 

of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians?  

 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 

How might this affect our understanding of the metaphor? 

 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 

legal transaction in our relationship with God? What else must we do? 

 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 A. Family identity shapes us far more than we realize.  

  

 Eph. 2:2 ESV  

 

 B. Adoption is the controlling theme/metaphor of the book of 

Ephesians.  

 

Adoption addresses our relationships with God and each other. It alters 

both our vertical relationship and our horizontal relationships. We find 

identity in our father and our family, and they call us to something.  

 

 I. Adoption and Paul’s World 

 A. Adoption in Paul’s World  

 

 

  

 B. Roman concepts of adoption 

 

 

 

Adoption was a legally binding arrangement which provided an heir who 

would receive an inheritance and the role of caring for the rest of the 

household. It resulted practically in inclusion into a new household with 

all of its privileges and responsibilities. It ended the adoptee’s relation to 

his former family (along with its responsibilities and privileges) and 

began a whole new identity.  

 



 C. Jewish background 

 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 

children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 

 

 B. Adoption alters both our vertical relationship and our horizontal 

relationships.  
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 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 A. Family identity shapes us far more than we realize.  

  

 Eph. 2:2 ESV  

 

 B. Adoption is the controlling theme/metaphor of the book of 

Ephesians.  

 

Adoption addresses our relationships with God and each other. It alters 

both our vertical relationship and our horizontal relationships. We find 

identity in our father and our family, and they call us to something.  

 

 I. Adoption and Paul’s World 

 A. Adoption in Paul’s World  

 

 

  

 B. Roman concepts of adoption 

 

 

 

Adoption was a legally binding arrangement which provided an heir who 

would receive an inheritance and the role of caring for the rest of the 

household. It resulted practically in inclusion into a new household with 

all of its privileges and responsibilities. It ended the adoptee’s relation to 

his former family (along with its responsibilities and privileges) and 

began a whole new identity.  

 



 C. Jewish background 

 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  
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children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 
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Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  
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Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 
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 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 
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 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 

legal transaction in our relationship with God? What else must we do? 

 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 A. Family identity shapes us far more than we realize.  

  

 Eph. 2:2 ESV  

 

 B. Adoption is the controlling theme/metaphor of the book of 

Ephesians.  

 

Adoption addresses our relationships with God and each other. It alters 

both our vertical relationship and our horizontal relationships. We find 

identity in our father and our family, and they call us to something.  

 

 I. Adoption and Paul’s World 

 A. Adoption in Paul’s World  

 

 

  

 B. Roman concepts of adoption 

 

 

 

Adoption was a legally binding arrangement which provided an heir who 

would receive an inheritance and the role of caring for the rest of the 

household. It resulted practically in inclusion into a new household with 

all of its privileges and responsibilities. It ended the adoptee’s relation to 

his former family (along with its responsibilities and privileges) and 

began a whole new identity.  

 



 C. Jewish background 

 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 

children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 

 

 B. Adoption alters both our vertical relationship and our horizontal 

relationships.  

 



Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  
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  How much do you think your family identity has shaped your 

understanding of who you are and how you think?  

 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 
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 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 
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Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 

of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians?  

 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 

How might this affect our understanding of the metaphor? 

 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 
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 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 

children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 

 

 B. Adoption alters both our vertical relationship and our horizontal 

relationships.  

 



Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 
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The following questions are designed for use in our Community Groups as an aid 

to growth in the Gospel and Community. 

  How much do you think your family identity has shaped your 

understanding of who you are and how you think?  

 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 

of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians?  

 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 

How might this affect our understanding of the metaphor? 

 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 

legal transaction in our relationship with God? What else must we do? 

 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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 A. Family identity shapes us far more than we realize.  

  

 Eph. 2:2 ESV  

 

 B. Adoption is the controlling theme/metaphor of the book of 

Ephesians.  

 

Adoption addresses our relationships with God and each other. It alters 

both our vertical relationship and our horizontal relationships. We find 

identity in our father and our family, and they call us to something.  

 

 I. Adoption and Paul’s World 

 A. Adoption in Paul’s World  

 

 

  

 B. Roman concepts of adoption 

 

 

 

Adoption was a legally binding arrangement which provided an heir who 

would receive an inheritance and the role of caring for the rest of the 

household. It resulted practically in inclusion into a new household with 

all of its privileges and responsibilities. It ended the adoptee’s relation to 

his former family (along with its responsibilities and privileges) and 

began a whole new identity.  

 



 C. Jewish background 

 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  
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coming forth to us from the future." 
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Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  
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 C. The necessity of community.  
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Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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would receive an inheritance and the role of caring for the rest of the 

household. It resulted practically in inclusion into a new household with 

all of its privileges and responsibilities. It ended the adoptee’s relation to 

his former family (along with its responsibilities and privileges) and 

began a whole new identity.  

 



 C. Jewish background 

 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  

 

 

 

 

God is a communal God and to make humans in his image is to make 

them communal. Our anxieties are tied to our individualism…our need to 

be all we need on our own or in our nuclear family! We just can’t do it!  

 C. Klyne Snodgras: “Ephesians is relentlessly relational….”  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 III. Adoption and You  

 A. Paul’s audience felt their need to belong and knew what it was.  

 

  

Rankin Wilbourne: “We may know what God has saved us from, but 

have we lost sight of what God has saved us for?” 

 

 

Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 

children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 

 

 B. Adoption alters both our vertical relationship and our horizontal 

relationships.  

 



Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  

 

 

 

LIVE THE STORY 

The following questions are designed for use in our Community Groups as an aid 

to growth in the Gospel and Community. 

  How much do you think your family identity has shaped your 

understanding of who you are and how you think?  

 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 

of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians?  

 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 

How might this affect our understanding of the metaphor? 

 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 

legal transaction in our relationship with God? What else must we do? 

 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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Albert Einstein: “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  

 

 

J. Todd Billings: “The gospel does not so much offer a low-cost ‘eternal 

life insurance’ as it gives the tremendous privilege of learning to be 

children of the King, living into our new identity in a kingdom that is 

coming forth to us from the future." 

 

 B. Adoption alters both our vertical relationship and our horizontal 

relationships.  

 



Trevor Burke notes that in Ephesians, “the believer is vitally connected 

and united by faith to others within the household of believers, and 

therefore has a responsibility to be concerned for their welfare and to 

look out for the needs of their own ‘kith and kin’.” (82).  

 C. The necessity of community.  

 i. Stalin’s experiment  

 

 ii. Sweden’s research  

 

As adopted members of God’s household, the God who declared, “Let 

my people go that they may celebrate in worshipping me in the wilder-

ness,” calls us to live being joined together and built together as a 

family, an eternal family.  

 

 

 

LIVE THE STORY 

The following questions are designed for use in our Community Groups as an aid 

to growth in the Gospel and Community. 

  How much do you think your family identity has shaped your 

understanding of who you are and how you think?  

 What evidences can you find that adoption is the controlling theme 

of Paul’s letter to the Ephesians?  

 How was adoption different in the Roman world than it is in ours? 

How might this affect our understanding of the metaphor? 

 How might we imagine how we, as a church, are to live as a family in 

our context in the 21st century? Why is it essential that we do?  

 Why is it important that we don’t merely think of our adoption as a 

legal transaction in our relationship with God? What else must we do? 

 Belonging to a household was key to survival in the Roman world. 

And the kind of household was important. How do you imagine a 

person of means would respond to the metaphor? A poor person?  

 How do you respond to this idea of being adopted into God’s family? 

Do you view it as a huge benefit or a big sacrifice?  

 Why is it significant that Paul tells us the Father adopted us “In love”? 
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began a whole new identity.  
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 i. Adoption was central in Paul’s identity (Rom. 9:3-5). 

 

 ii. Exo. 4:22-23  

 

 iii. Paul is saying that what was once the province of Israel as 

the people of God is now the province of the church!  

 

 

 D. In love (Eph. 1:4-6) 

 

 

  

 II. Adoption and the Family 

 A. Adoption is much more than a legal act making us God’s 

children.  

 i. We are now sons and daughters of God with the security 

that God as Father provides and with the obligations to one 

another that being part of a family involves.  

 

 

  

 ii. Adoption begins as a legal act but ends with transformed 

lives in the household of God.  

 B. We need the message of adoption today more than ever.  
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